
 
 
 

These creative assignments were first created for a course in the summer of 
2018. The prompts are meant to stimulate new ways of thinking visually and new 
starting points for creating imagery for your brand and social media use. Most 
visual prompts are also paired with a writing prompt to help explore your work 
from new angles. 
 
These kinds of assignments help with the “collecting raw material” part of the 
creative branding process. They will help you see the world through your own eyes 
by creating lots and lots of images and words that you can learn from. You may 
not use all of them, but the ones you fall in love with are likely to break you out of 
creative ruts, and teach you something about your branding and image making 
that you can refine and expand on over time. 
 
Before you dive in, listen to this 13 minute introduction to the work that will orient 
you to the approach I want you to take toward these assignments.  

 
 

GO FORTH  
AND CREATE! 

 
 

 
   

https://soundcloud.com/user-496227583/introduction-to-the-assignments


Week 1: WATER & FIRE 

 

With your camera, explore the elements of FIRE and WATER. 
 
Starting with fire's bewitching counterpart, water:   
 

Think about all of the forms water takes: waves, ocean, salt, fresh, brackish, dew, 
mist, fog, rain, shower, bath, river, pond, swamps, sponges, drips, the water in 
our cells and pipes and drinking glasses, water on asteroids, water in caves - just 
brainstorm.  
 
And then see how you can use WATER to make interesting photos. You can 
combine water with other things - ink, dirt, absorbent things, whatever. Paint with 
water on a hot sidewalk. Take selfies while bathing. Write on a window covered in 
condensation. Or simply find evidence of the water element in its habitat and 
photograph it. Let your photos become abstract. Can your photos feel "watery" 
even if you aren't photographing water, because of the way you move the 
camera? The way you play with light? The way you zoom in on textures? How else 
can you play with the FEELING of water? 
 
You may also tap into water’s energetic and archetypal properties as an element. 
Its associated with dreams, with ancient memory, with song (of the melodious 
and lyrical type); of dreams, wildness and healing. And of course, you can explore 
your own personal relationship with water. 
 
So: you can use water not only as subject matter, but as art supply, as method, 
as muse and intention. 

 
 
Continue with water’s generous counterpart: FIRE.  
 

Flames, sparks, the sun, HEAT, glowing, burning, warming, embers, toasting, lava, 
candles. FIRE is not always expressed through FLAME. The energetic properties of 
fire can be associated with action, alignment, power, rage, passion, and 
purification. 
 
 
 
 
 



Try using actual water, and actual fire, in the creation of your photos (of course, be 
safe). Collaborate with their properties and the unpredictable moments they bring 
to your process. 
 
Monica Martin describes this as the MAGIC LAB of her photography practice. She 
uses glass bowls of water, printed photos and papers, matches - and she works 
with the ash, and the smoke, and the ripples on the water and the distortions 
looking through the side of the bowl, to make strange, evocative images.  
 
Yours can be staged in this way, or captured on the fly as you move through your 
world looking for evidence of both fire and water working their magic. They are 
both everywhere. Cigarettes, Combustion engines. Candles. Electricity. Puddles. 
Soda pop. Rainstorms. Tears. 

 
 
 
 
 

Week 2: EARTH + AIR 
 

With your camera, explore the two elements of EARTH and AIR. 
 
Earth.  

What is it? How does one communicate it visually? Is it a state? A material 
reality? An energetic presence? A living organism? What is it made of? Many of us 
first think of soil; dirt. What else is earth? What parts of earth can we see and 
experience with our senses? What parts are hidden from us? What's the 
difference between EARTH and LAND and how can you explore both? How can you 
explore EARTH in its tininess, in microcosms? How can you explore it in its 
epicness, its infinities? 

 

Air.  
Breath. Sky. Wind. Stillness. Emptiness. Fullness. Change. Heat. Texture. 
Vastness. Distance. Cold. Awareness. Space. The air since your body and outside 
your body. The air that raptors balance on, soar on. The air between your toes as 
you stretch them. Air in water and water in air. Air fueling fire. 

 
You are welcome to explore how all of these elements (from Assignment 1 and 2) 
transform into each other, change each other. 



 
Explore whatever you like, and keep using these assignments to get weird. As in: 
complicate, or disrupt, or wander away from, the more straightforward way we take 
pictures "of" things and move into taking pictures with states and conditions of being. 
 
Or: Ask "what if" a lot. 

 
 
WRITING PROMPT: 

Building off of your answers to last week's question - about what your work makes 
possible - cast your vision way ahead into the future. If the transformation that 
your work facilitates were to spread and spread - if the feelings or states it 
evokes were to ripple out infinitely - how does it change the future world? Be 
boldly imaginative here. Let the impact of your work remake the world in epic or 
subtle ways. Set a timer and free write on this for 10 minutes and see what 
comes out. 

 
 
 

Week 3: COLOR THEATER 
 
This week, we’re moving away from those amorphous, shape-shifting, form-changing 
elements of fire, water, earth and air.  
 
This week, we land - thump! - in the world of THINGS. Of substance. (Kind of.) 
At first glance, this week’s assignment might seem like a classic still life assignment:  

 
Gather objects and materials and place them together, 
arrange/stage them somehow, and photograph them. 
But we’re going to approach this from a different vantage point. 
 
I don’t want you to choose objects just because you like them. Liking them is fine, but 
that’s not the main reason you are choosing them.  And: I don’t want you to choose 
them because they have a certain symbolism or meaning or sentimental value to you. I 
don’t want you to choose them because they are related to your work and your brand. I 
don’t  
want you to choose objects that you have ALREADY chosen as aesthetic objects for your 
decor, or your altar, etc.  



 
For this assignment, I want you to choose objects based on one magical, astonishing, 
mysterious, endlessly variable, sultry, seductive, powerfully communicative element: 
COLOR. 
 
Choose one color that you want to soak your eyes in, sink your teeth into, right now. Let 
the choice be intuitive and impulsive and passionate. Notice that that the words we use 
to describe colors - blue, green, red - are generalizations, stereotypes even. Once you 
pick your color, you start finding out how not "one" it is. It's a whole world. 

 
Green is the woody, thick rubbery darkness of the monstera leaf, and the wet, 
bright hue of the thinly-sliced lime held in front of a bright window. It's the groovy 
flat olive green of the 70’s coffee mug in your cabinet and the glamour of 
emerald. Its dusky bluish sage leaves and its and iridescent dragonfly. Every color 
has huge ranges in it, of cool to warm, of dense and opaque to transparent. Each 
color has endless references and associations in it.  

 
So pick your "color" (or color range) and start finding everything around you that can 
participate in the conversation. Papers, natural materials, foods, objects, printed matter, 
fabrics, toiletries, packaging, walls and corners and floors, parts of your body - the 
landscape and sky - anything you find. 
 
Have you ever seen the documentary about the bower birds ? They will create elaborate 
bowers for their potential mates - and they are truly sculptural masters. One of their 
organizing principles is color. In their heartbreakingly beautiful displays, anything goes, 
as long as the color is beautiful. So if the bower is pink, it will be overflowing with pink 
bottle caps, tampon applicators, string, flowers, pebbles and more. They commit to the 
color and bring the world in. 
 
So hunt and gather for a while. For most of the week. Pick a box or bag for your 
collection and bring it with you wherever you go as you collect your color. And then, when 
you feel that your raw materials are MORE than you could need, start arranging and 
composing. You don’t need a rhyme or reason, it doesn't even have to look 
"professional," or "beautiful," or stylish. 
 
Be as wild, weird, ugly, beautiful, composed or disheveled as you like. Work at any 
size/scale and just play. Play play play. Don't stop if you feel bored by what you are 
doing. That probably means you are on the right track - because when you get bored 
enough, you'll try anything to shake it up. Fail first: then you are free. That's when you'll 
have breakthroughs. 
 

https://tacticalimagination.activehosted.com/lt.php?notrack=1&notrack=1&s=bad97c655476f96a390a72c05a742011&i=90A92A1A412


Questions you may be asking:  
● Is it OK if a little bit of another color or colors sneaks in, for contrast, for interest? 
● Does the object have to provide the color, or can I mess with it? Or can I paint it, 

or cast colored light on it, add food coloring, etc? 
● Does it have to be intense colors? Can I use boring colors, subtle colors, neutral 

colors? 
 

THE ANSWER IS ALWAYS YES. YES, a thousand times YES TO ALL THE QUESTIONS!  
 
 
WRITING PROMPT: 

Set a timer for 10 minutes and scan the story of your life as a creator and 
communicator. The life story of your hands, heart, body, voice. How did you play 
at your different young ages, and as an adult? What have you liked to do to 
express yourself through time and in specific times? Cooking? Dance routines? 
Debating? Car mechanics? Cleaning? Singing in the shower? Public Speaking? 
Comedy - in public or for your friends? Your scan can include the life of your 
imagination as well as "real life" (example: I always imagined myself a famous 
sketch comic. Didn't take that path, but I've been walking it in my mind the whole 
time). Your answer can include "the arts" but isn't exclusive to those. Look for 
the moments when you felt most alive, and write about them. 

 
 
Week 4: THE SHAPES OF STORIES 
 
Last week, I asked you to forget about the meaning and purpose of the objects around 
you and mine them for the color they offer ONLY. 
 

This week, focus on the things themselves. Explore the spaces, architecture, 
and objects around you with a fresh eye for the meanings and associations  
they hold. What is a corner? The bathtub? An indoor plant? A refrigerator? A 
radiator? (Anyone with old radiator knows that a house of radiators contains a 
strange chorus of singers and percussionists.) Think about your furniture as 
extensions of your human body. And take pictures, of course! 
 



The objects of our lives, from the salt shaker to the apartment building, are RICH with 
metaphors, histories, associations. And they can help us learn about how visual 
metaphors and stories work. 
 

The house... 
The symbolic/mythical house: has a face, with eyes (windows) and a mouth (the 
door.) It has a top, a head, the attic: where we might store memories in the form 
of archives and objects. It has a subconscious, a place of innards and earthiness 
and forgotten things: the basement. It has a circulatory system and respiratory 
system (the pipes, electrical, HVAC etc). It has waste elimination systems which 
go down and out, invisibly, through hidden pipes and back doors - never the front.  
The way we design and imagine and experience dwellings has everything to do 
with our own experiences of being in a body, and the social and cultural 
constructions and stories that determine so much in our lives. 
So the house (or any dwelling) is both thing and story. Its a “real” space and an 
imagined space and a dream space.  
I remember the feeling of hanging out under the kitchen table. Because adults 
couldn’t fit comfortably there, I had my own mini-apartment, a rebel zone that 
subverted the story of the apartment in a small way. It showed me the the power 
structure embedded in the design of the apartment, which placed adults at the 
top because spaces are designed for them - and it gave me my own child-sized 
world beneath the adults’ radar. 
Think about how you created and/or occupied architectural space (whatever kind 
you encountered or lived in) as a child - and the ways that, usually through play 
and story, spaces and objects took on mythical, poetic, imaginative meaning for 
you, or simply sparked pleasure. Moving from spaces to objects:  

 
The cup... 

Cups have ancient history. The first cup ever made was likely two hands, held 
together to drink. Then shells, and leaves, and clay. Now we have vessels made 
of all kinds of things. They are both practical shapes that allow us to transport 
and contain solid and liquid things; and they are mythical shapes, metaphors, and 
stories in themselves. 
 
When I want to remind myself to hold good boundaries, I picture my boundary as 
a leaky vessel, and I imagine patching all the little holes with clay/earth until the 
vessel is sound once again.   
 
Cups contain so many of our stories about lack and abundance, about sharing 
and saving, holding and passing, savoring and spilling. They carry great 



significance in many religions and spiritual traditions. We could tell stories of 
cups all day. 

 
 
With your camera, you may arrange and compose, or just or simply find and photograph 
moments, objects or fragments of spaces that somehow feel like they are a part of the 
conversation. See what happens. 
 
This is intentionally open ended. Don’t overthink it. Just invite yourself to shake off your 
habitual ways of seeing the human made world around you, and reconnect to the playful, 
story-full relationship to those things that is hanging out below the kitchen table of YOUR 
consciousness. 

 
 
WRITING PROMPT: 

● Read the writing you have already done for this class in weeks 1-3. 
● Mine it for visual language. What words, phrases, or sentences bring something 

visual to mind, something that refers to a visual form? Look at your adjectives. 
Look at your verbs. Those might send you in more open-ended directions than 
your nouns. If you like, post a bit of writing and ask us what visual language WE 
see. 

● Make some lists. Make little mind maps. You could even print out your words and 
cut them up and rearrange them (something different happens when you do this 
with real paper, not digitally). Write down the new visual ideas, new thoughts, and 
new directions that are sparked. 

 
 

Week 5: MACRO + MICRO COSMOS 
 

With your camera, explore SIZE and SCALE this week. 
 
Because we are humans, in human bodies, we tend to unconsciously compose our 
photos at a human scale. We look down, or up, from our own eye-level, and we 
photograph things in contexts that show their size relative to the things around them as 
we see them in "real life." 
 
But our human "eye" actually covers a lot more territory. We can see atoms now, and 
single cell organisms, through the technological eye-extensions we have created. We can 
see galaxies beyond our own with our spacecrafts. We can see tiny movements of 



individual humans, and the great movements of weather patterns,  through satellite 
imaging. Our technology has completely and forever changed the way we perceive 
ourselves within the web of existence. 
 
How can you photograph the same subjects you are usually drawn to photograph, but 
change our sense of the scale of things? How can a grapefruit become monumental? How 
can a watermelon become a tiny atom in a huge universe? Can you photograph from a 
flea’s-eye-view? An eagle’s eye? A spaceship’s eye?  
 
This week, become the far-reaching eye of the eagle, and the tiny eye of the flea. You 
can also play with this technology idea, and become the eye of a surveillance camera or 
the eye of a satellite. How can you reproduce these situations using everyday scenes 
and tools? 
 
Be inventive. This assignment is all about finding different points of view, both literally 
and figuratively. It’s about getting out of your usual ruts. 
 
Some things to ask: 
 

How does cropping change the sense of size and scale of the objects in an 
image? 
 
How can a small surface become a vast landscape through the way you compost 
the image, or the analog or digital filters and tools you use? 
 
How does one object change the perceived size and scale of another? 
 

Mess with us. Delight in the world of the tiny and the world of the gigantic and the worlds 
that are wonderfully both and neither. 
 

 
 
WRITING PROMPT: 

All the way back in week 3 I asked you to scan/review your life story as a creator 
and communicator. This week, I want you to review/scan your life as a cultural 
being. In this context, I mean: 
 
Take inventory of all the things in the world around around you, throughout your 
life, that have sparked your imagination and inspired you. The life story of the 
inspiration you have received from the outside world. 
 



Songs. Dances. Movies. Books. Language. Theater. News. Packaging. Toys. 
Objects. Rituals. Prayers. Traditions. Foods. Everything CULTURAL. What did you 
want more of? What did you get immersed in? What lit you up? 
 
What IS culture, anyway? There are a lot of possible definitions. I love the one 
proposed by the U.S. Department of Art and Culture (which, like my own business 
name, is a performance of a government agency, but is actually not one). 
 
"Culture is the sum-total of public, private, individual, and collective action." 
 
That covers a lot, right? So, everything that comes to mind, counts. Treat it all as 
important and see what emerges. 

 
 
 

 
Week 6: THE FEELS 
 
You have explored the elements of fire and water, air and earth. You have made 
compositions and images that explore the magical phenomenon of COLOR. You have 
looked into the stories and feelings associated with spaces. You have embarked on a 
journey in scale, between the miniscule and the gigantic. 
 
Sometimes it seems kinda abstract! But these assignments are meant to be open to 
interpretation. They are meant to get us OUT of linear thinking, and out of that mode 
where we are really focused on illustrating ideas in literal subject-matter-bound ways.  
 
These assignments have been more about using other senses, noticing the relationships 
between things, and the qualities and energies of things. When we make that stuff 
visible, we are TRANSLATING. We are moving something from one state that is not 
always primarily visual (mist, weight, glowing, monumental, etc) into another (visual, flat, 
pictorial, two dimensional) - and in doing so, creating a new language that is open to 
interpretation, one that EVOKES as much as it DESCRIBES. This is one of the great 
superpowers of images: their ability to make us experience something beyond words, 
and to stimulate a sense of wonder and play and intrigue. 
 
That’s magic. And it can look ALL KINDS OF WAYS as the images communicate the most 
important qualities at the heart of your work or brand. It can be comedic, mystical, nerdy, 
forceful---your adjective here! 

http://tacticalimagination.acemlna.com/lt.php?s=4ba489ded65e0282d722dd7785a0a1fe&i=95A97A1A445


 
This magic doesn't come through thinking or planning or knowing in advance what's 
going to happen. That part of your mind is for other things. When you are in a playful, 
curious, active state of making, that thinky/planny part of your brain only gets in the way. 
These assignments make you TRANSLATE in meandering, curious, playful ways. They 
can help you notice yourself in the act of translating.  Today’s assignment is another 
opportunity to translate from one realm of the sense to another. Let’s go! 

 
Photograph the world using your sense of touch. 
Evoke your viewer’s sense of touch. 
Notice your own world, your own day, through this powerful sense that we often take for 
granted. Touch the world with your vision. 
That’s it. Have fun! 
   
 
 
WRITING PROMPT: 
Sit in a quiet, comfortable place where you can be undisturbed for 5 minutes or so.  
Breathe comfortably, let your shoulders drop, and just BE for a little bit.  
 
Then, imagine your work/business/project as a PLACE.  
 
A place you invite people into when they encounter your work. Your place doesn't have to 
make sense, or be "real" or logical. What does this place feel like? What's the air like? 
Is it solid and detailed and full, or just a glimpse of a feeling, a quality of color or light? 
Hang out in the place of your work for a bit, appreciating it. 
Then write down a few words or phrases that help you remember and evoke this place. 
 
Next: hold the feeling of this place in your mind, and start scrolling through all the 
photos you have taken for this course already. Don’t think, just hold the feeling of your 
place in mind. And see if a photo (or more than one) embodies something of this quality. 
Go out looking for imagery that feels like this place - and you will find it. 
 
(This process is one of many that can help you start being able to recognize the images 
that will articulate the meaning of your work in flexible, imaginative ways that expand 
beyond the strictly utilitarian ways we usually look for brand images.) 
 
 

   



Week 7: WORD ALCHEMY 
 
So far, I have been sending you strictly visual assignments, with a separate writing 
assignment. 
 
This week, the separation between words and images will collapse. 
 

I want you to explore the way that words ARE images. 
 
And I want you to explore how words - and the meanings they carry - change images. And 
how images, with the meanings they carry, change words. 
 
In this spirit I present you with 3 prompts. Use one, or two, or all three - go with what 
moves you. 
 

1. Go out into your world (indoors and/or outdoors) and FIND letters, numbers, words, 
symbols. They can be intentional words (like the STOP on a stop sign) or 
unintentional ones (like a coiled wire that looks like an "O.") The word or symbol’s 
meaning might or might not have relevance to your images, but I want you 
primarily to focus on the visual presence of the word/letter/symbol in your 
composition. Its color and shape and how it relates to the edges of your frame. 
The energy and tone of it. You can go close-up or far away, you can let the 
word/letter/symbol be partially concealed, illegible, or legible and clear - 
whatever.  Just practice looking at words AS IMAGES. 

2. Select a photo you have already taken and print 10-15 copies of it. Using sharpies, 
or ink and brush, or experimental medium of your choosing, write on the images. 
Play with how your writing is not only writing, it is drawing: mark making. See how 
it changes when you change the thickness of your brush or pencil or marker. See 
how the feeling of it changes when you change your style of writing. When you  
write one word or when you fill the space with layers of words, and in between. 
Don't worry about what the words say - just pay attention and be curious about 
how the words operate as line and mark and drawing. 

3. Scan through old or recent writings of yours. Business writings, personal stuff - you 
choose. Select phrases, fragments, sentences, or whole ideas and cut/paste 
them out of their original context (digitally: into a new document, or physically: 
with scissors). Now, start scanning through the images you have made for this 
class, and start pairing words/phrases with images. Take your time, and notice 
how different words/phrases change how you experience the image. Or try 
different images with the same word or phrase and notice how the add different 
dimensions, different information or evocations, to the language. Pick your 



favorite pairings to show in the group space (photos with text captions in your 
post, or you could even find ways to integrate the words into the images - your 
choice.) 

(This third prompt is related to your writing assignment from last week. It is meant to get 
you thinking more flexibly about how words and images relate to each other.) 
   
 
 
WRITING PROMPT: 
When you are in the juiced-up creative state that can happen when making visual art, sit 
down to write from that place. Write a full page of sentences - just single sentences, that 
each begin with a prompt. You can make up a prompt, or pick one from this list. Be 
playful, be process-oriented and not product oriented, and see what happens: 
Prompt ideas: 

● I offer you 
● I believe 
● It will be 
● Don't forget to 
● Hear this: 
● In the dream of the world to come, 
● I pledge my heart to 
● May you 
● Now listen up -- 
● Never again shall 
● Dear reader (listener, adventurer, viewer, etc - you choose 

 
 
  

 
 

 
   



Week 8: BEND, BREAK, BLEND 
 
For their  book The Runaway Species: How Human Creativity Remakes the World, 
authors David Eagleman and Anthony Brandt studied the creative processes of 
thousands of artists, scientists and inventors - and in their research noticed a theme. 
Every creative process that results in something new is characterized by a combination 
of 3 methods they identified: breaking, bending, and blending. Bending is the distortion 
or re-contextualizing of what came before. Breaking is the fracturing and dismantling of 
what came before. And Blending is the hybridization or collaging of existing elements to 
create new forms or meanings. 
 
Notice that in these 3 methods, there is an assumption that all new work is created 
from something already existing, turning the idea of the "new" on its head. There is no 
"pure" state out of which the "new" takes place - everything we do is in conversation 
with all of creation, with lineages of thought and craft, and with existing and past worlds.  
 
The human brain creates by altering what it already knows - inevitably, irrepressibly. 
 
I have found no more comforting reminder as a creator than this: waiting for that brilliant 
idea was never, and will never, be an effective way to create. I teach this to my own 
students and clients over and over and over - and its necessary, because the myth of the 
isolated genius who is struck by a great idea as if by lightning is so pervasive - and is 
designed to make us all feel faulty as creators.  
 
Surrounding ourselves with inspiration, gathering raw materials, and getting started in a 
process of breaking, bending and blending is the way to go, always. Just set up the 
conditions to let that conversation start speaking through you. Like any good 
conversation, you don’t know where it's going to go while you are having it, because you 
are engaging with forces both in and outside yourself that you can’t see the whole scope 
of. But you can trust that with your intelligence in dialogue with intelligences all around 
you (both human and non human), CREATION is going to happen, and it will teach you - 
and us. 
 
Now that you have spent 7 weeks taking lots of pictures from different starting points 
than you might usually, you have a pile of raw materials sitting before you. Not only that, 
if you have been in the group (not too late to start!) you have been seeing a bunch of  
other imagery as well - other people’s responses to the same assignments, from their 
unique vantage points. 
 
 



This week, don't take any new pictures! I want you to work with what you have already 
made for this class: and bend it, break it, and blend it. 

 
Choose one: 
 (for now - I seem to be unable to give 8 assignments in 8 weeks, so I'm showering you 
with extras. Use 'em all over time): 
 

Bend it: Take one favorite photo and do 10 different things to it. Think Frida 
Kahlo painting her own portrait hundreds of times, building a whole language around her 
morphing identities, her individual and collective and mythic selves. Or Monet painting 
the same cathedral from the same window on hundreds of different days, in different 
lights. Can you photograph the same subject, and find a fresh way to do it every time, 
letting the story and its feeling change through your experiments with light, color, scale, 
perspective, texture, composition, point of view, etc? What if you only change ONE thing 
from photo to photo? 
 
Or: bring ONE  photo into image editing apps and programs, and give it 10 new lives. See 
how filters and effects change it, break it and blend it. If you haven’t explored digital 
filters and image editing apps, now would be a great time to try! Try any of these as a 
starting point: TinType, Snapseed, Afterlight, Hipstamatic, Picmonkey, Instagram, Fuse. 
(For each of these, there are a dozen more that do all kinds of groovy things. So, let 
these be a starting point for future app explorations!) 
 

Break it: Print out a collection of your photos, and mess with them - paint over 
them, draw on them, or write on them, collage them, rephotograph them, use them as 
objects in a new still life. (Remember when I had you look at words as images? Now you 
can look at images as objects within new images.) 
 

Blend it: Take 2 or more images you have made and fuse them together: either 
with digital or analog methods. Another word for this is collage, but remember that 
collage can mean something different than the typical magazine-cutout-mashups we 
might make for vision board, for example. With these collages, we are seeing what 
happens when two or more images unite and combine, making a THIRD THING with its 
own feeling, meaning, story - something greater than the sum of its parts. Let your 
blending become a strange space of discovery. Powerful collaging practices force us into 
new territories. 
 
 

 



 
WRITING PROMPT: 
Now that you have created a new pile of images to use as raw materials for your brand, 
you have explored your vision and the culture of your brand through writing, and you have 
brought the words and images together to see what kind of new meanings can emerge, 
what have you learned? What new ideas and surprise discoveries are emerging? Find a 
free half hour this week, and free write from the voice of your work in this moment (even 
if you are still seeking to find it "out there" - your brand has a voice RIGHT HERE, and 
you can speak from it now, letting it be curious, wandering). If it helps, speak in first 
person, AS YOUR BUSINESS/PROJECT/ART! Not as "you." And see what your work has 
to say! 
 
 
 
 

FINAL ASSIGNMENT 
Create a small series of social media or blog posts, which take the most 
sparkling golden nuggets of writing you have done for this course, and pair those 
word nuggets with images that seem to resonate with the words (whether or not 
you can describe why) and post them publically in one of the places you show up - 
OUTSIDE our group! Use the hashtag #underconstruction2018 so we can find 
them, like and share them, appreciate you publically! 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Thank you for your participation in THIS BRAND IS UNDER CONSTRUCTION! 

Find more ideas, programs, courses, conversations and creative cahoots, come visit the 
Bureau of Tactical Imagination at amywalsh.net .  

And join the fun at the Tactical Imagination Club on Facebook. 

http://amywalsh.net/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/tacticalimagination/

